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We keep a great, updated list of the best places to watch movies online, but how should you decide which one to start exploring first? One way is to look through this comparison table. Each movie streaming site mentioned below offers action and comedy movies, but not all of them include popular genres like horror, drama and movies for
kids; and some genres like foreign and Latino are even more rare. Just check the table to see how they compare to each other. Most of these sites include free TV shows, also in addition to a large collection of free movies. Some may have higher quality videos than others, and a few allow you to pay for more content offered with a free
user account. Various filtering options are available with some of these websites to help you find your favorite movies or help you stumble upon something new to watch. There are even free movie apps offered by most of these movie streaming websites. © Brand New Images/Stone/Getty Images Since there are various features included
on these sites, a comparison chart like this is extremely useful to decide which website to start with without having to visit each of them to see what they offer. Best Film Sites Compared Genre Crackle Popcornflix Vudu Yidio YouTube Action/Adventure • • • • • • • Animation/Cartoon • • • Anime Film • • Classic • • Comedy • • • • • Crime • • •
Cult • Docs • • • Drama • • • • • • Belief/Spirituality • • • • • • • Shudder/S tension • • • • • • • Children/Family • • • • • • • • Romance • • • • • • • • • • Special Interest • • Sports/Fitness • • Thriller • • • • • War • Western • • • • Other genres • • • • • • • • • Function Crackle Popcornflix Vudu Yidio YouTube high-quality movies • • • Subtitles • • • • • Watch
popular movies • • • • • Watch newly added movies • • • Sort movies by MPAA Rating • Includes free TV shows • • • Includes Movie Trailers • Paid / Subscription settings • • • • Small number of ads •[] 2] Free App Crackle Popcornflix Vudu Yidio YouTube Android • • • [1] iPhone/iPad • • • • [1] Other devices • • •[1] [1] YouTube has a free app
for many different devices, but it is built for music and other videos, not necessarily to browse free movies as desktop website offers. Visit youTube's help page to see help to see where you can watch YouTube videos. [2] Some of the movies on YouTube and Watch Documentary contain advertisements, but several of the movies we
tested had absolutely none. Something else to remember about YouTube is that you can't sort the free movies by genre, so while you might be able to find a documentary or thriller there, for example, you'll have to search for it manually. Stay away from the latest daily buzz with the BuzzFeed Daily newsletter! Disney+ Sign up for Disney+
to stream hundreds of movies and shows Last confirmed 19 Jun 2020 Disney Title Aladdin (2019) Year released 2019 Genres Fantasy, Romance, Family, Musical, Action-Adventure Classification PG PG From Disney comes the thrilling and vibrant live-action adaptation of the animated classic Aladdin, the intriguing tale of the charming
street rat Aladdin, the self-appointed Princess Jasmine and the Genie, who may be key to their future. Directed by Guy Ritchie, Aladdin features an all-star cast including Will Smith as the larger-than-life Genie, Mena Massoud as the wise rascal Aladdin and Naomi Scott as Jasmine, the beautiful, brave princess of Agrabah. This program
contains product placement. Some flashing light sequences or patterns may affect light-sensitive viewers. Runtime 135.17mins Cast and crew Will Smith (Actor) Mena Massoud (Actor) Naomi Scott (Actor) Marwan Kenzari (Actor) Navid Negahban (Actor) Nasim Pedrad (Actor) Guy Ritchie (Director) Dan Lin (Producer) Jonathan Eirich
(Producer) The live-action Aladdin remake of the 1992 animated Disney classic. The 2019 version was directed by Guy Ritchie and stars Mena Massoud, Will Smith, Naomi Scott, Marwan Kenzari, Navid Negahban and Nasim Pedrad, among others. The story revolves around the title character, a street urchin who stumbles upon a
magical lamp containing a spirit. With the help of the spirit, he hopes to impress the feisty Princess Jasmine as long as he can best a deceptive wizard who wants the lamp for himself. Aladdin was a huge success for Disney, managing to become the seventh highest-grossing film of the year. There are already rumours of a sequel, which
is not surprising given the film's earnings, which surpassed US$1 billion worldwide. Image source: Disney + Try before you buy with these free trials hayu - CA hayu - CA Try hayu FOR 30 days Last confirmed 18 Aug 2020 Amazon Prime Video FREE 30-day trial on Prime video Last verified 23 Apr 2020 Was this content useful for you?
Disney+ Join Disney+ to stream hundreds of shows and movies Last confirmed June 19, 2020 Image credit: Disney Title Aladdin (2019) Year released 2019 Genres Fantasy, Romance, Family, Musical, Action-Adventure Classification PG Synopsis From Disney comes the thrilling and vibrant live-action adaptation of the animated classic
Aladdin, the thrilling tale of the charming street rat Aladdin, the self-obsessed princess Jasmine and the Genie that may be the key to their future. Directed by Guy Ritchie, Aladdin features an all-star cast including Will Smith as the larger-than-life Genie, Mena Massoud as the wise rascal Aladdin and Naomi Scott as Jasmine, the beautiful,
brave princess of Agrabah. This program contains product placement. Some flashing light sequences or patterns may affect light-sensitive viewers. Runtime 135.17mins Cast and crew Will Smith (Actor) Mena Massoud (Actor) Naomi Scott (Actor) Marwan Kenzari (Actor) Navid Negahban (Actor) Nasim Pedrad (Actor) Guy Ritchie
(Director) Dan Lin (Producer) Jonathan Eirich (Producer) The live-action Aladdin remake of the 1992 animated Disney classic. The 2019 version directed by Guy Ritchie and stars Mena Massoud, Massoud, Smith, Naomi Scott, Marwan Kenzari, Navid Negahban and Nasim Pedrad, among others. The story revolves around the title
character, a street urchin who stumbles upon a magical lamp containing a spirit. With the help of the spirit, he hopes to impress the feisty Princess Jasmine as long as he can best a deceptive wizard who wants the lamp for himself. Aladdin was a huge success for Disney, managing to become the seventh highest-grossing film of the year.
There are already rumours of a sequel, which is not surprising given the film's earnings, which surpassed US$1 billion worldwide. Image Source: Disney+ Try Before You Buy With These Free Trials Hayu - NL Hayu - NL 30-Day Free Trial With Hayu Last Confirmed 3 Apr 2020 Disney + Disney + Sign Up for Disney + to Stream Hundreds
of Shows and Movies Last Verified 19 Jun 2020 Was this useful content for you? Source: Thinkstock You probably already know that DVDs and Blu-ray discs are slowly but surely going the way of the VHS tape as people increasingly switch to online services to buy, rent and watch movies. While some may mourn the loss of the tangible
in our everyday lives, online-based movie-watching eliminates problems with losing or damaging fragile discs and makes movies available on a variety of platforms so you can watch movies you own anywhere, anytime, without having to remember to grab your DVDs. Of course illegal download and streaming is very popular, but it
deprives the many people who worked to make a movie of the compensation they deserve for their blood, sweat and tears. Plus the available options can often be low quality and you risk infecting your computer or mobile device with a virus if you don't know what you're doing. Here's a guide to the variety of legal ways to watch movies
online for those familiar with the process who yearn to break free from scratched-DVD hell. Yes, it will cost you a little bit of money, but there are many advantages over both traditional DVDs and illegal downloading. Streaming services There are a wide range of options for viewing content online. One of the more popular methods is to
use an online streaming service like Netflix, Hulu Plus, or Amazon's Prime Instant Video. These services charge either a monthly or annual fee and give you access to tons of content, although there's always a chance that a particular movie you're looking for won't be on whatever streaming service you have. The content these services
have access to always changes when they make new offers, so you don't have the same options month after month. The aforementioned services are also great for TV watching and are starting to make their own original shows to compete in the TV market. Many of these shows, like Netflix's House of Cards and Orange is the New Black,
have received glowing reviews. There are some limited options for streaming online that are both legal and free. is a website that offers movies and TV shows to stream for free, but it is is and you'll end up seeing about as many commercials as you'd see the programming on cable. The amount of content Crackle offers are also slimmer
pickings than subscription services, as the site doesn't have the financial muscle to make huge content purchases like the larger sites, so it can be harder to find your favorite movies. The downside of an online streaming service is that you are at the mercy of the content that the company has available. You can't just choose a movie under
the sun and be guaranteed to be able to watch it. You don't own the movies either, so if Netflix gets rid of your favorite movie, you won't be able to watch it. Downloading One way to own movies and watch them online is to download them. Whether you're a Google or Apple fan, both iTunes and the Google Play Store offer movies that you
can buy through the accounts that become yours. New releases cost about $20; about the same price a DVD would cost even if a digital copy cannot be lost or damaged. Of course, buying individual titles to own is more expensive than paying the small fee for a streaming service and accessing oodles of content. Both iTunes and Google
Play also offer movies for rent at a lower price. Rent allows you to watch the movie once in a 30-day period and 24 hours to finish it once you clicked play. These options are also great for switching between devices, as iTunes and Google Play will remember where you are in a movie if you get disconnected and want to switch from your
TV to your tablet or smartphone. Amazon offers movies to buy or rent at similar price points like Apple and Google, and you don't need a Prime membership to access this service. Whether you prefer to own or stream movies, watching movies online is if you're tired of handling DVDs and Blu-ray discs. There are plenty of secure, legal
options that don't cost too much and allow you to look at all your devices at your convenience. Check out the Entertainment Cheat Sheet on Facebook! More from Entertainment Cheat Sheet: Sheet:
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